
Compare and Contrast both Mercator and polar projection maps in the areas of focus and use. 

1. Similarity – focus – specific points on a map,  

2. Difference – focus – one on poles, one on ocean or equator 

3. Similarity – use – navigation/ location 

4. Difference – use – airplane and ship navigation 

Thesis – Mercator and polar projection maps are similar in helping people find a specific point on a map, 

in finding location for navigation, but differ in where they focus and in the styles of navigation.  Both 

maps focus on specific locations on the earth, but those locations are always different.  Another 

similarity is that they help people find their way from place to place, but do so in different ways.  Finally, 

Mercator and polar maps differ in who will use a specific map 

 

 Mercator and polar projection maps are similar in helping people find a specific point on a map.  

Mercator maps are focused on the world and have both latitude and longitude to help people find 

location.  Polar maps also have latitude and longitude to find exact locations.  These two maps are 

SIMILAR BECAUSE all maps have some point of focus, usually located in the middle of the map.  

However, the maps are also different in what they focus on.  Polar projection maps focus on either pole, 

while Mercator maps usually focus on the equator and prime meridian, which is a difference BECAUSE 

polar maps are focusing on the north and south poles, while Mercator maps are focused on numerous 

places.   

 

Compare and contrast both absolute and relative location in terms of definition and use. 

 

1. Similarity – definition – both definitions of place/ location 

2. Difference – definition – one is more specific than the other 

3. Similarity – use – to find locations 

4. Difference – use – more accurate in location 

 

Thesis – Absolute and relative location are similar in that they both are definitions 

of place and are used to find location, but differ in the specificity and accuracy of 

the locations found.   Both maps describe a certain location, while absolute 

location is much more specific.  Also, both types of location are used to find 

specific places, but the accuracy of absolute location is much better.  


